Social media like forums and microblogs have accumulated a huge amount of user generated content (UGC) containing human knowledge. Currently, most of UGC is listed as a whole or in pre-defined categories. This "list-based" approach is simple, but hinders users from browsing and learning knowledge of certain topics effectively. To address this problem, we propose a hierarchical entity-based approach for structuralizing UGC in social media. By using a large-scale entity repository, we design a three-step framework to organize UGC in a novel hierarchical structure called "cluster entity tree (CET)". With Yahoo! Answers as a test case, we conduct experiments and the results show the effectiveness of our framework in constructing CET. We further evaluate the performance of CET on UGC organization in both user and system aspects. From a user aspect, our user study demonstrates that, with CET-based structure, users perform significantly better in knowledge learning than using traditional list-based approach. From a system aspect, CET substantially boosts the performance of two information retrieval models (i.e., vector space model and query likelihood language model).
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Introduction
With the development of Web 2.0, social media websites-such as online forums, blogs, microblogs, social networks, and community question answering (CQA) portals-have become the mainstream of web, where users create, share, and exchange information with each other. As a result, more and more UGC is accumulated, with social media websites retaining a huge amount of human knowledge and user experience. At present, most of UGC is organized in a list structure with extra information (e.g., category hierarchies in online forums), or without any other information.
This "list-of-content" (list-based approach) is simple and straightforward, but ineffective for browsing and knowledge learning. Consider the following case: a user wants to spend his vacation in Edinburgh. He visits a CQA website to explore which aspects are mostly asked. In this scenario, he may browse some relevant categories like "Travel:United Kingdom:Edinburgh" to get useful information. He may also issue a query like "travel in Edinburgh" to search relevant questions. However, both the browsing and the searching give the user a list of relevant contents (e.g., questions shown in Table 1 ), not the direct knowledge. Thus, the user has to read these contents, understand them, classify them into various topics, and gain valuable The above problem calls for a new approach to structuralize UGC in social media, which facilitates users to seek knowledge (e.g., travel information about Edinburgh) more effectively. Traditionally, we can utilize topic models (Blei et al., 2003) or social tagging to structuralize UGC. However, for topic models, it is not easy to control the granularity of topics, and it is hard for users to interpret a topic only based on the multinomial distribution (Mei et al., 2007) . For social tagging, it is not applicable in many sites and has sparsity problem (Shepitsen et al., 2008) . Thus, both topic models and social tagging are not suitable for structuralizing UGC in social media.
In this paper, we propose a novel hierarchical entity-based approach, i.e., "cluster entity tree" or CET, to structuralize UGC in social media by leveraging an existing large-scale entity repository. Figure 1 shows how CET structuralizes UGC in Table 1 . In this CET, each node contains one (named) entity and a set of question IDs. With "edinburgh" as the root entity, layer 1 includes all entities that co-occur with "edinburgh". Similarly, entities on layer 2 cooccur with their parent entities on layer 1 and the root entity "edinburgh". For example, "city center" co-occurs with "hotel" and "edinburgh" in Question 8. Deeper layers provide more specific topics about different aspects of Edinburgh (e.g., Edinburgh's hotels). As shown in Fig. 1 , the corresponding question IDs are also attached in each node. In addition, entities which share the same parent are clustered to different groups (see dashed rectangles in Fig. 1 Through this hierarchical structure, we can easily browse corresponding questions and answers, and learn knowledge about Edinburgh more effectively, such as food and location. Moreover, since similar entities (and corresponding questions) are grouped in each layer, it also helps the system manage similar contents.
By utilizing a large-scale entity repository, CET avoids the granularity, interpretation, and sparsity problems. Entity repositories like Freebase 2 provide a large number of named entities across various pre-defined topics, which avoid the granularity and sparsity problems. In addition, they usually give descriptions of entities, which prevent the interpretation problem. Therefore, CET is more suitable for structuralizing UGC.
In this paper, we propose a three-step framework to construct CETs.
1. Entity extraction. In this step, we extract entities from documents using an existing entity repository. 2. Tree construction. we build the co-occurrence relationship between any two entities and construct hierarchical "entity trees (ETs)". 3. Hierarchical entity clustering. In an ET, some entities are more similar than other entities which share the same parents. Therefore, on each layer of the ET we cluster entities with the same parents (e.g., "london", "nidry street south", and "city center" on layer 2 of Fig. 1 ) and finally construct a CET. We select Yahoo! Answers as a test case to evaluate 1) the performance of our framework for con-"hotel{5}" on layer 2.
2 http://www.freebase.com/ structing CET and 2) the effectiveness of CET in UGC structuralization. Yahoo! Answers is a popular CQA portal, where users post questions and provide answers in different categories. Experimental results demonstrate the good performance of our framework for constructing CET. We further evaluate the effectiveness of CET in structuralizing UGC from both user and system aspects. From a user aspect, our user study show that, with CET-based organization, users perform significantly better in knowledge learning than using list-based approach. From a system aspect, CET boosts systems' information retrieval substantially: the mean reciprocal rank (MRR) of vector space model (VSM) and query likelihood language model (QLLM) are improved by 9.3% and 8.2%, respectively. To summarize, our contributions are three-fold: 1. We propose a novel hierarchical entity-based approach to structuralize UGC in social media.
To our knowledge, we are the first to utilize entities to structuralize UGC for content browsing and knowledge learning at a large scale; 2. We present a three-step framework to construct CETs and show its effectiveness from empirical results; 3. We demonstrate the significant advantages of our approach for both users and systems in knowledge learning and retrieval. The paper proceeds as follows. We present related work in Section 2. We detail our framework to construct CETs and show empirical results in Section 3. Section 4 and Section 5 evaluate the effectiveness of CET on knowledge organization from user and system aspects respectively. We conclude the paper in Section 6.
Related Work
UGC organization in social media. Most UGC in social media is unstructured, or organized in a predefined category hierarchy. These categories give shallow semantics of UGC, and boosts the performance of information retrieval (Cao et al., 2008; Duan et al., 2008; Cao et al., 2012) and recommendation (Guo et al., 2008; Li et al., 2011) . With new content kept adding into a hierarchy, we need to maintain category hierarchy to make content within the same category more topically cohesive.
Apart from category hierarchy, UGC can also be organized by topic models and tags. Topic models, such as latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) , are widely applied in document clustering and classification, However, it is not trivial to control the granularity of topics (Chen et al., 2011 ). What's more, it is generally difficult to understand a topic only from the multinomial distribution (Mei et al., 2007) . Social tagging provides an alternative approach in document organization (Gupta et al., 2010) . In some UGC websites like stackoverflow 3 , users usually add tags to describe their contents. However, tags are not widely applicable and tags are usually sparse (Shepitsen et al., 2008) . Our hierarchical entity-based approach prevents these problems by employing a large-scale entity repository. As the entity repository provides a unified set of entities across various of pre-defined topics, and gives descriptions of entities, CET avoids the granularity, interpretation and sparsity issues.
The work in (Zhu et al., 2013) , which automatically generates and updates topic terms to organize UGC, is mostly related to our work. In this paper, given a root topic, subtopics and lower-level topics are extracted from UGC, which form a hierarchical structure to organize corresponding UGC. However, in (Zhu et al., 2013) more external sources are utilized to identify subtopics. In addition, relationships among subtopics which under the same parent are not investigated. The metro maps proposed in (Shahaf et al., 2013) are also related to our work. Different from (Shahaf et al., 2013) , we employ a large-scale entity repository to extract more meaningful and interpretable key terms (entities), which make each subtopic much easier to understand.
Entity extraction. In our framework, we leverage an entity repository to extract named entities from UGC. A common approach is to utilize a Named Entity Recognition (NER) system like Stanford NER (Finkel et al., 2005) , which recognizes the names of things (e.g., person and product names) from texts. For cross-domain NER, (Rüd et al., 2011) employed search engines. For short-text NER, (Liu et al., 2012 ) proposed a graphical model. However, most of above systems are restricted from producing labels for a few entity classes. To address the problem, (Ling and Weld, 2012) defined a fine-grained set of 112 tags based on Freebase for entity extraction. However, this approach still faces the "low-recall" problem in the real world. Our approach, which leverages a large-scale entity repository, addresses this issue.
Entity-based document classification and retrieval. Entity repository has been employed in other research areas, like document classification and retrieval.
(Schonhofen, 2006) utilized Wikipedia to classify documents.
(Yerva et al., 2012a) proposed an entity-based classification for tweets.
In addition, entity-based retrieval models were proposed and applied in both QA archives (Singh, 2012a) and tweets (Yerva et al., 2012b) . Besides, (Singh, 2012b) proposed an entitybased translation language model and demonstrated that it outperformed classical translation language model in question retrieval. However, to the best of our knowledge, no previous study leverages entities to organize UGC in social media.
CET Construction
In this section, we formulate the framework to construct CET and show the empirical results. Firstly, we provide the definitions of the entity repository and CET.
Definition 3.1 (Entity Repository) Let ER = {R, g} be an entity repository, where R is a set of named entities and g : R × R is a mapping function that defines the similarity of any two entities.
Note that we do not require a hierarchical structure in an ER (like Freebase); only a similarity function is needed.
Definition 3.2 (Cluster Entity Tree)
Let D be a set of documents, ER = {R, g} be an entity repository, e be an entity, a cluster entity tree CET e = (v e , V, E, C) is defined as a tree structure, with the root node v e , node set V , edge set E, and cluster set C. Each node v s ∈ V on CET e includes an entity extracted from the set of documents D e ∈ D containing e, and a list L(s) which stores the indexes of documents containing entity s and its superior entities. If v s is v t 's parent node, entity t must co-occur with s and s's all superior entities at least once in the same document. Each element of C (one cluster) includes a set of nodes which share the same parent node, and the entities within a cluster are more similar to each other than the entities in other clusters.
Framework
This section shows our three-step framework for constructing CET: entity extraction (Section 3.2.1), tree construction (Section 3.2.2), and hierarchical entity clustering (Section 3.2.3).
Entity Extraction
We adopt a simple entity repository based approach to extract entities, which address the "lowrecall" problem for traditional NER methods (details are given in Section 3.3.2). This approach involves two phases: candidate entity extraction and entropybased filtering.
Candidate entity extraction. We employ the Stanford Parser 4 to parse each document to a parse tree. Then, we extract all noun phrases, preprocess them (including stemming), and extract the noun phrases which are included in our entity repository. In our experiments, we adopt a large-scale enterprise entity repository (anonymized for blind reviews).
Entropy-based filtering. The candidate entities generated from the last step may contain many false examples, which are not relevant to the main semantics of documents, like "we", "how do i", etc. To filter them, we propose an entropy-based method. Given a document with a category label (or tags, which are available in most UGC sites), we get the distributions of each candidate entity over all top categories. The entropy of a candidate entity e i is calculated as follows:
where |C| is the number of top categories and P c (e i ) is the number of e i in category c divided by all number of candidate entities in that category.
Top-ranked entities are general terms among categories. We set a threshold α and remove all candidate entities with entropy larger than α. The setting of α is a tradeoff: higher values will introduce more noise, while smaller values will lead to decreased recall. In our experiments, we empirically set α as 1.5 since it provides the most satisfying results.
Tree Construction
Given an entity (e.g., "edinburgh"), we first search documents containing this entity and make the entity together with document ids as the root node. Then, from searched documents we find all entities that cooccur with the root entity. These entities and corresponding document ids form layer-1 nodes of the entity tree (see the example in Fig. 1) . Afterwards, for each entity in layer-1 nodes, we search entities that co-occur with it and its superiors, combine them and corresponding document ids as new nodes, and put these new nodes under current node, which form layer-2 nodes. Iteratively, we construct the entity tree with the given entity as the root.
Hierarchical Entity Clustering
Under the same parent, some entities 5 may share similar topics. Therefore, the final step is to hierarchically cluster entities with the same parents at different layers of entity trees. This step not only facilitates knowledge learning but also reduces the width of a tree. In this paper, we follow the work in (Hu et al., 2012) and employ an agglomerative clustering algorithm for two reasons: 1) it is easy to implement and its time complexity is O(N 2 ); 2) there is no need to set the number of clusters. Although the clustering results may be influenced by instance order, our empirical results demonstrate its effectiveness. Any other advanced algorithms like spectral clustering (Ng et al., 2002) can also be applied, but that is not the emphasis of this paper.
Algorithm. For a set of entities with the same parent, the agglomerative clustering algorithm works as follows:
1. Select one entity and create a new cluster which contains the entity; 2. Select the next entity e i , create an empty candidate list, calculate the similarity between the entity and all existing clusters. Three strategies are employed 6 :
• AC-MAX: If the similarity between entity e i and entity e j in one of the clusters (the 5 Here we use the entity to represent the node. 6 We modify the clustering algorithm in (Hu et al., 2012) slightly to assign a unique cluster for each entity. first one) is larger than threshold θ max , we put the cluster index and corresponding similarity in the candidate list.
• AC-MIN: If the similarity between entity e i and any entity e j in one of the clusters is larger than threshold θ min , we put the cluster index and corresponding similarity in the candidate list.
• AC-AVG: If the mean similarity between entity e i and any entity e j in one of the clusters is larger than threshold θ avg , we put the cluster index and corresponding similarity in the candidate list. 3. If the candidate list is not empty, put e i in the cluster with highest similarly. 4. If the candidate list is empty, a new cluster with e i as the element will be created. 5. Stop when all entities are clustered. Similarity Function. In our entity repository, the similarity between two entities is computed using the approach in (Shi et al., 2010) , which estimates the similarity of two terms according to their firstorder and second-order co-occurrences. For example, "such as NP, NP" is a good pattern for detecting similar entities using first-order co-occurrences. In addition, if two entities usually co-occur with a third entity (second-order co-occurrence), these two entities are likely to be similar. To construct similarity functions, pattern-based approaches (Ohshima et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2009 ) utilize first-order co-occurrences while distributional similarity approaches (Pasca et al., 2006; Pennacchiotti and Pantel, 2009 ) employ second-order co-occurrences. In the following, we briefly introduce the patternbased approach (PB) and the distributional similarity approach (DS) in (Shi et al., 2010) .
PB. Some well-designed patterns are leveraged to extract similar entities from a huge repository of webpages. The set of terms extracted by applying a pattern one time is called a raw semantic class (RASC). Given two entities t a and t b , PB calculates their similarity based on the number of RASCs containing both of them (Zhang et al., 2009) :
where idf (t a ) = log(1 + N C(ta) ), P ab i is a pattern which can generate RASC(s) containing both term t a and term t b , r ab is the total number of such patterns, N is the total number of RASCs, and C(t a ) is the number of RASCs containing t a . The above similarity is normalized using the following function:
DS. DS approach assumes that terms appearing in similar contexts tend to be similar. In this approach, a term is represented by a feature vector, with each feature corresponding to a context in which the term appears. The similarity between two terms is computed as the similarity between their corresponding feature vectors. Jaccard similarity is employed to estimate the similarity between two terms. Suppose the feature vector of t a and t b are x and y respectively,
Shi et al. (Shi et al., 2010) found that PB performed better when dealing with proper nouns; while DS was relatively good at estimating similarity of other types of entities. The similarity function in our ER follows the suggestion of (Shi et al., 2010) : if at least one entity is proper noun, PB is employed; otherwise DS is used.
Experiments

Setup
We evaluate the performance of our framework employing questions from Yahoo! Answers. 54.7 million questions are crawled from all 26 top categories in Yahoo! Answers, which consist of question titles and corresponding categories. From these questions, we construct the following two test sets for evaluating entity extraction and entity clustering:
Set EE. This set is employed to evaluate the performance of entity extraction. It contains 520 randomly sampled questions, 20 from each top category. One author is asked to label entities for each question.
Set EC. This set is constructed to automatically evaluate hierarchical entity clustering and select the best clustering strategy. The construction process is as follows. First, we map the four top categories of Yahoo! Answers to some categories of Freebase manually, as shown in Table 2 . Second, from questions at each top category of Yahoo! Answers, Note that Set EC only covers a small set of real entities and clustering on Set EC is partial clustering. However, it leverages Freebase labels and avoids manual labeling, which is time-consuming. Furthermore, partial clustering results are enough for evaluating different strategies' performance and choosing the best strategy.
Following the common practice, we evaluate entity extraction using precision, recall, and F 1 score. For evaluating entity clustering results, we adopt Bcubed metrics. As reported in (Amigó et al., 2009 ), B-cubed metrics are more suitable than traditional metrics, such as NMI and purity. 
Results: Entity Extraction
Two ERs (i.e., ours and Freebase) are employed in entity extraction for comparison. In addition, we compare our approach with Stanford NER (Finkel et al., 2005) and fine-grained entity recognition (FIGER) (Ling and Weld, 2012) . Table 4 reports the results of different methods. We can find that Stanford NER and FIGER get a relatively high precision in extracting entities. However, their recalls are very low and only about 15% of entities are recognized. With the help of entity repositories, recall is significantly improved with a small decrease of precision. Therefore, the F 1s of entitybased approaches are much higher. This observation shows the great advantage of utilizing an entity repositories in entity extraction and the effectiveness of our approach. As our ER performs better than Freebase, we adopt it as our entity repository in the following evaluations. Table 5 reports the count of clusters, B-Cubed Precision, Recall, and F1 for different layers of clustering across four categories using AC-MAX. In our experiments, AC-MAX performed better than AC-MIN and AC-AVG. Due to space limitations, we only report the results of AC-MAX here. For AC-MAX, we changed the settings of θ from 0.01 to 0.9, and the best performance was achieved when θ max was set at around 0.1. From Table 5 we can find that, although AC-MAX's accuracy varies across categories (e.g., the F 1 of Transportation is much higher than that of Travel), it performs well in general. Thus, we adopt AC-MAX with θ = 0.1 for hierarchical entity clustering.
Results: Hierarchical Entity Clustering
User Study
In this section, we investigate the influence of CET on users' content browsing and knowledge learning from a user study. In the study, we design 24 tasks in four popular Yahoo! Answers categories (see Table  2 ). For each category, we design three knowledgelearning tasks and three question-search tasks, as shown in Table A .1 in the supplementary material. A knowledge-learning task asks for some knowledge about a main entity from question texts. For instance, "find the games running on macbook pro" requires game names as the answer, where the main entity is "macbook pro". A question-search task, however, asks users to find similar questions to the question in the task. For example, "questions about who will win the MVP in NBA this year" asks for finding similar questions, and filling their question IDs as the answer. For each task, we give some suggested keywords (entities) to facilitate information gathering.
To evaluate user experience, we ask participants to fill out a questionnaire after each task. Following the work in (Kato et al., 2012), we collect information from 5 aspects: familiarity, easiness, satisfaction, adequate time, and helpfulness. A 5-point Likert scale is designed for each questionnaire. "5" means the participant totally agrees while "1" means the participant totally disagrees.
Setup
Programs. We develop two programs in our user study. One is CET-based, and the other is traditional list-based 7 . The list-based program searches questions by utilizing Apache Lucene 8 . The standard analyzer and the default search algorithm are adopted. For each query, top 200 most relevant questions are retrieved.
Data. We extract 70,195 questions which contain at least one of the 24 main entities (see Table A .1) in the four categories. For each question, we extract the entities with the help of our entity repository. For each main entity, we build the corresponding CET from all extracted questions. Participants. Sixteen volunteers are invited in the user study. They are first briefly informed of the research design and taught how to use two programs. To familiarize the participants with our programs promptly, we provide demonstrations using sample entities. Each volunteer is asked to finish 12 tasks (6 knowledge-learning tasks and 6 question-search tasks) using the CET-based program and 12 other tasks using the list-based program in random order. Thus, each task is finished by exactly 8 different participants using each program. Table 6 reports the user study results, where we give the statistics for users' performance with the two programs. We evaluate from the number of queries issued, number of answers found, the precision of answers, and query time for each task. As our 24 tasks contain both knowledge-learning tasks and question-search tasks, we report their results separately. Z-tests are employed for significance tests.
Results and Discussions
From Table 6 , we observe that more queries are issued in the knowledge-learning tasks than in the question-search tasks using both programs. However, the CET-based program reduces the number of queries substantially in both tasks. Because the CET-based program provides a series of clustered entities, it helpes users further refine queries through clicking on entities rather than reconstructing a new query. However, the list-based program only lists relevant questions, and users have to issue new queries according to returned questions.
By using the CET-based program, volunteers find more answers in knowledge-learning tasks (z = 1.69, p < 0.05). The reason is that the CETbased program clusters similar results in the same group, and if the user finds one answer she can easily get more answers. On the contrary, the list-based program returns a list of questions, and users need to find answers question-by-question. For question-search tasks, users of the list-based program find more answers, but the difference is not significant (z = 0.19). As the list-based program returns similar questions as top-ranked results, users are able to fill in answers easily. For CET-based program users, they have to find corresponding key entities in the CETs first. Therefore, they spend more time (the fourth row in Table 6 ) finding entities and less time filling answers. It is worth noting that our GUI prototype for CET is non-optimal, and users' searching time on CET-based program can be further reduced with better user interface.
The precision of answers from CET-based program users is twice of that from list-based program users (z = 4.15, p < 0.0001) in knowledgelearning tasks, which demonstrates the advantage of CET in helping knowledge-learning. For questionsearch tasks, CET-based program users perform slightly worse than list-based program users, but the difference is not significant (z = 0.48). Since users of the CET-based program spend more time finding entities, they have limited time to check the answers.
In both tasks, users spend more time on the CET-based program. According to users' post-userstudy feedbacks, a few volunteers reported that they sometimes spent a considerable amount of time on finding entities from CETs; however, one positive observation is that most users find "the entity-based interface" very interesting, which stimulates them to spend more time on exploring answers.
The questionnaires reveal more about user experience on these two programs (see Table 7 ). Users' responses to task familiarity and easiness are similar. However, users of entity-based interface are more satisfied in both knowledge-learning tasks (z = 3.98, p < 0.0001) and question-search tasks (z = 1.38), and they feel that entity-based interface is more helpful in finding answers for both knowledgelearning tasks (z = 6.47, p < 0.0001) and questionsearch tasks (z = 2.55, p < 0.01). These promising observations show that CET helps knowledge learning greatly through structuralizing content.
CET-based Question Re-Ranking
In this section, we show that CET also helps systems to better retrieve information through re-ranking. In the following, we continue to use Yahoo! Answers as a test case.
Algorithm 1 CET-based search results re-ranking
Input: query q, question collection Q, a ranked list of k relevant questions Q q = {q 1 , q 2 , ..., q k } to q, an entity repository ER, an empty list Θ. Output: A new ranked list of questions.
1: Extract entities from each question of Q and construct a entity co-occurrence graph; 2: Get the PageRank score of each entity; 3: if There is no entity e in q then 4: return Q q ; 5: else 6: Identify the key entity e from q which has the highest PageRank score; 7:
Construct the CET cet e from Q based on ER; From C extract the first entityê that is not similar to e;
11:
ifê exists then 12: Put q i in the corresponding cluster of nodes; Intuitively, questions sharing similar topics should be ranked similarly. However, traditional question retrieval models (Cao et al., 2010) such as QLLM and VSM do not capture key semantics and give more weights for entity terms. CET provides a feasible way to address this issue. By utilizing CET, entities are given more weight while trivial words are not. In addition, through clustering questions with similar topics, those questions which are ranked lower will be brought higher by their top-ranked neighbors.
Algorithm 1 illustrates the re-ranking algorithm in detail. We first extract entities from each question of the whole question collection, and construct a entity co-occurrence graph (Line 1). Then, we calculate the PageRank score of each entity (Line 2). Line 3-5 check whether q contains at least one entity. If the answer is no, we return the original ranking. Otherwise, we identify the key entity in q (Line 6) and construct the CET cet e whose root entity is e (Line 7). Line 8-16 iteratively put questions in corresponding clusters of cet e . In Line 8, we first build an entity chain for question q i , in which entities of q i are ranked according to their PageRank scores. Afterwards, the first entityê, which is not similar to e (the similarity is calculated in Section 4.2.1 and the threshold of similarity is set to 0.1), is picked up as the main aspect of e, and q i is grouped into the corresponding cluster on cet e (Line 7-8). If e does not exist, we put q i in a new cluster . Then, we rank all clusters according to their first elements' original rankings (Line 18) and output the final re-ranked list (Line 19).
We perform our re-ranking on 160 randomly selected questions from Computers & Internet and Travel categories of our data set 9 . Each category contains 80 questions. All other questions in these two categories constitute the question collection Q. For each question, we utilize the VSM and QLLM 10 respectively to get the top 15 most relevant questions (excluding itself). The correct ranking is manually labeled and checked by two annotators. We firstly employed the VSM and QLLM respectively to retrieve the top 15 results and then obtained manual judgments. Given a retrieved question by VSM or QLLM, two assessors are asked to label it with "relevant" or "irrelevant". If their annotations are opposite, the third assessor is involved to determine the final label.
We re-rank these questions using Algorithm 1. Table 8 shows the results of MRR, mean average precision (MAP), and Precision@1. We can see that CET-based re-ranking improves the performance of standard retrieval models substantially. For VSM, our re-ranking boosts the MRR and MAP by 9.3% and 5.4%, respectively. It is worth noting that our reranking improves Prec@1 significantly: from 0.25 to 0.31. The reason is that traditional methods may give relatively low weights to the key terms (entities), while CET-based re-ranking addresses the problem. QLLM and re-ranking report similar results. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the performance of various approaches across categories. We find that our re-ranking is neither category-biased nor algorithm-biased, yet it performs better than original models on both categories. The above results demonstrate that, by utilizing the hierarchical entitybased approach, CET greatly improves the retrieval performance of these two standard models.
Conclusion and Future Work
Traditional list-based organization of UGC in social media is not effective for content browsing and knowledge learning due to large volume of documents. To address this problem, we propose a novel hierarchical entity-based approach to structuralize UGC in social media. By using a largescale entity repository, we construct a three-step framework to organize knowledge in "cluster entity trees". Experimental results show the effectiveness of the framework in constructing CET. We further evaluate the performance of CET on knowledge organization from both user and system aspects. Our user study demonstrates that, with CET-based organization, users perform significantly better in knowledge learning than using list-based approach. In addition, CET boosts systems' content search performance substantially through re-ranking.
To our best knowledge, this work is the first attempt to utilize entities to structuralize UGC in social media, and there are some limitations to be improved in our future work. First, we employ Yahoo! Answers as our test data, in which questions (documents) are usually short. We observe that nearly 92% of all 54.7 million questions contain 1-4 entities, which means the depth of CETs are usually not so deep. However, long documents, such as Blog posts, will lead to deep CETs and hinder users' knowledge learning. Second, our current entity extraction focuses on named entities instead of canonical entities. In the future, we plan to employ document summarization techniques to shorten the depth of CETs. We also aim to incorporate semantic analysis and normalize named entities to canonical entities, which make CET more suitable for practical use.
